MANCHESTER CHINESE
ARCHIVE
FINAL REPORT FOR THE HERITAGE
LOTTERY FUND
BY PROJECT LEADER JANE SPELLER
5th May 2011

A one year project to create an archive of the Chinese in
Greater Manchester from the 1900s onwards, led by the
Manchester Chinese Centre (MCC) in partnership with
Manchester Library and Information Service and the
Museum of Science and Industry (MOSI).
In addition to the archive, an exhibition, a web site,
digital photographic archive, and a series of learning
events have been created by a team of volunteers led
by a Project Leader based at the Manchester Chinese
Centre (MCC). The Project Leader took up post in early
May 2010, working 21 hours per week.

Archive bookmark, produced February
2011
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1.0 PROJECT FACTS
Oral history
interviews

Total number of hours of
volunteer training

Interview participants’
profile

Total number of people
interviewed 56

28 training events, 112
hours of training, including
oral history interviewing,
digitising, archive
administration, Web 2.0 use,
exhibition installation &
design , photography and
film‐making

Age: 24 – 86

Community
photographs and
documents digitised
Total number collected,
scanned, tagged and
digitised. Earliest
documents date from
1869
Over 11,000

Country of origin: China
(mainland), Hong Kong,
New Territories, Malaysia,
England, Vietnam &
Taiwan.

Total number of days of
volunteering

Areas covered are culture
& tradition, trade &
business, and the
immigrant story

614.5 days or 4916 hours

Volunteers’ profile
Age: 12‐61

Archive material
A total of 86 boxes of
material collected

Total number of hours of
interviews
Over 80 hours

Total number of
volunteers
45 volunteers

Total number of Learning
events
13, attracting 579
participants

Country of origin: China
(mainland), Hong Kong,
New Territories, Malaysia,
England, The Cameroons,
Pakistan, Australia and
India.

Outcomes of the Project
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

An exhibition, ‘Manchester Chinese Archive Community Exhibition’ at MOSI
(Museum of Science and Industry) 3 February 2011 to early January 2012
A new archive web site www.mchinesearchive.org.uk with film clips of oral
history interviews
An 86 page colour publication ’Manchester Chinese Archive’
An archive of community documents and photographs, oral histories and digital
material
A family education sheet for use in the archive exhibition at MOSI
A 30 minute film entitled, ‘The Chong Yang Festival’
A Manchester Chinese Archive bookmark
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2.0 STEERING GROUP
“I have noticed that other cities like London and Sheffield run Chinese
archives projects but not as successfully as this one, because this
Manchester Chinese Archive project is run by a partnership and it
worked.”
Jenny Wong, Director, Manchester Chinese Centre

Launch of the Manchester Chinese Archive project, January 2010
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The Manchester Chinese Archive project was led by the Manchester Chinese Centre (MCC) in
partnership with MOSI (Museum of Science and Industry) and the Manchester Library and Information
Service.
Additional support was provided by the funders, the Heritage Lottery Fund, via the link officer Karen
Whitwood.

1.1 MEMBERS
Jenny Wong, Director of the Manchester Chinese Centre (MCC)
Jane Speller, Project Leader, Manchester Chinese Archive
Josie Sykes, Community Development Officer, MOSI (Museum of Science and Industry)
Kevin Bolton, Principal Archivist / Dave Govier, Archivist, Manchester City Archives.

1.2 MEETINGS
The group met roughly every 2 months. The first meeting took place shortly after the Project Leader
took up post.
2010 dates
18 May, 7 July, 8 October, 30 November (budget meeting) and 9 December.
2011 dates
11 January (exhibition launch planning meeting), 16 February, 30 March, 19 April & 10 May (evaluation
meetings).
All meetings were minuted.
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3.0 VOLUNTEERS
15‐20 volunteers and 15‐20 school children were required as part of
the bid. 45 volunteers were recruited and 17 school pupils
106 volunteer days were required as part of the bid, 614.5 days were
achieved
“…the project has enabled me to do so many things and has opened so
many doors, most of which I would never have known existed…”
Heather Roberts, volunteer

Volunteers at the County Record Office, archive handover event, May 18th 2011
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3.1 VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT
Volunteers were recruited via national volunteer networks, the University of Manchester (UM), and the
Manchester Chinese Centre (MCC) networks.
The project involved 44 volunteers over the year. Of these, 35 have received training. An additional 9
MCC volunteers regularly joined the project for specific events, e.g. the exhibition opening, learning
events and translation work.
Culturally the group was evenly split between English and Chinese (immigrants and students from Hong
Kong, New Territories, mainland China, and BBCs (British Born Chinese)), with one person from the
Cameroons and three women from the Jewish League of Women. Of the Chinese volunteers the
majority were Cantonese‐speaking, although Mandarin‐speakers were available via the MCC.
Five of the UM students (all Chinese exchange students) were required to do 60 hours voluntary work as
part of The Management Leadership Programme.
Volunteers came in to MCC regularly from half a day to three days per week.

Project volunteers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unemployed: 9 (Heather Roberts, Lee Myerscough, Karmen Wong, Charlotte Burgess, Alison
Gibb, Vivan Tayfor, Edwin Qi, Way Koa, Victor Kong)
Learning challenged: 2 (Francis Wong, = )
Retired: 5 (Kim Shore, Ken Wallace, Carol Shields, Ping Law, Linda Weisgard)
School age: 17 (Yu Deng, Eleanor Wong, Liam Russell, +14 from Manchester Grammar School)
Enthusiasts: 4 (Martin Tang, Dennis Yeoh, Alan Lee and family, Sally Haslam)
Students: 8 (Yingxue Gong, Kevin Tang, Louis Pang, Foon Chan, Suzanne Armfield,
Ben Shore, La La Fung and Alice Xue).

= This person did not wish to be identified.
A regular group of 9 MCC volunteers (Tan Hui Min, Mei Lloyd, Yumin Guo, Shuo Jin, Di Chiang, Jin Ron
Chen, Ting Ting Xiong, Liang Chen and Juyan Bryce) helped out with project learning events and the
exhibition launch at MOSI, also with translation work for the exhibition texts, web site and brochure.
(See Appendix 1. for more detailed volunteer profiles).
Several volunteers left during the course of the project. In particular, 4 left to take up employment (one
returned again after an unsuccessful start with a new job, he is currently volunteering in the
Conservation Department of the County Record Office). References were provided for 2 of these people.
Improving language skills was a key factor for many of the Chinese volunteers who joined the project.
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A regular group of 5 boys (4 English and 1 Chinese) from the Manchester Grammar School (via History
teacher Ashley Hern) worked on extracting immigration information from the ‘Register of Aliens’ at the
Greater Manchester Police Museum. Another group of 9 MGS boys (6 English (1 Jewish), 2 Asian, 1
Australian) undertook research into Chinese immigration to Manchester in early May 2010 during the
school’s volunteer week.
Signing‐in sheets and volunteer agreements exist for some volunteers and there are individual records
of hours from others.

3.2. VOLUNTEER TRAINING
In total 28 half day training events took place, aimed at developing specific volunteer skills ranging from
oral history interviewing, digitising, archive administration, Web 2.0 use, exhibition design and
installation, to photography and film‐making. Soft skills were acquired during the project particularly in
terms of the group work, literacy and language skills, but also communication and people skills.

Date
8 July 2010

Event
‘Oral History Training’ held at MCC. Led by the North West Sound Archive.

Nos.
8

14 July 2010

‘Archives and Records’ held at the County Records Office. Led by Kevin
Bolton, Principal Archivist and Nick Raynor, Conservation Officer, City
Archives.

11

19 July 2010

‘Chinese Collections’, held in the stores of the Museum of Manchester. Led
by Education Officer Andrea Web and Curator Stephen Welsh. Volunteers
chose museum objects for a small display at MCC (11 October to January 28
2011).

11

28 July 2010

‘Race Relations Library Resources’ held at the Race Relations Library,
University of Manchester. Led by Librarian, Julie Devonald.

2

25 August 2010

‘A Connected Life’, the Mrs Gaskell archive exhibition at the John Rylands
University Library. Led by Archivist, Fran Baker and Designer, Jacqui Fortnum.

3

1 September
2010

‘On‐line Archive Resources’ held at MCC. Led by Dave Govier, Archivist,
Manchester City Archives.

5

10 September
2010

‘Media Studio Equipment Training’, held at the Manchester Museum. Led by
Education Officer, Andrea Webb and Technician, Steve Divine.

2

3 November
2010

‘Greater Manchester Police Museum & Archives’ visit. Led by Curator,
Duncan Broady.

6

4 November
2010

‘Oral History Training’, held at MCC. Led by the North West Sound Archive.

7

10

10 November ‐ 8
December 2010
(6 sessions)

‘Registers of Aliens’ research visit at the Greater Manchester Police Museum
Archive’s. Group of 4‐6 Manchester Grammar School children and 6
volunteers (numbers fluctuated depending on availability). Volunteer
Heather Roberts led regular Wednesday afternoon sessions with the school
boys.

10+

18 November
2010

‘Exhibition Training Day’ at MOSI. Led by Josie Sykes, Community Education
Officer and Meg McHugh, Community Curator.

9

10 ‐ 28 Jan 2011
(8 sessions)

Volunteers Andre Li, Carol Shields, Kevin Tang, Kim Shore, Heather Roberts,
Yingxue Gong, Ken Wallace and Lee Myerscough installed the archive
exhibition at MOSI.

8

24 February 2011

‘Web 2.0 and Social Media Training’, held at MCC. Led by Dave Govier, Acting
Principal Archivist, Manchester City Archives.

2

9 March 2011

Visit to County Archives, tour of facilities, with an opportunity to see the new
home for the Manchester Chinese Archive. Led by Dave Govier, Acting
Principal Archivist.

8

3 May 2011

Web site content management system training for volunteer Heather
Roberts

1

4 May 2011

Web site content management system training for volunteer Edwin Qi

1

3.3. VOLUNTEER SOCIALS
For many volunteers the social aspect of the project was a big reason for joining, so volunteer socials
were a regular part of the project. Volunteers were also invited to join social events at MCC, e.g. a party
at the time of the New Year’s Festival.

Date
21 September
2010

Event
Chinese meal at Tai Pan restaurant, Upper Brook Street, after the Chong Yang
Festival event.

Nos.
17

24 September
2010

Opening of the ‘China Journey to the East’ exhibition at the Manchester
Museum.

7

6 October 2010 ‘Bagel Brunch’ at MCC produced by our Jewish League of Women volunteers,
Kim Shore and Linda Weisgard. Designed to explore the different cultural
backgrounds of the volunteers.

11

9

21 January
2011

Banner‐making workshop at the People’s History Museum, Manchester, led by
the WEA.

8

The banner was displayed in the archive exhibition at MOSI.
14 April 2011

Passover snacks and cakes at MCC, provided by Jewish League of Women
volunteers, Kim Shore and Carol Shields.

11

May 11 2011

Thank you meal for volunteers and partners at the Glamorous Restaurant,
Wing Yip, Oldham Road.

26

Volunteers attending the Exhibition Planning Day at MOSI, 18th November 2010
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ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS
30 interviews were required as part of the HLF bid, 56 were achieved
“When I came in 1965 the Manchester Chinatown area was non‐existent and
consisted of derelict buildings. There were several buildings in Chinatown bought
by the Jewish people whom we rented from. They were eventually bought and
made into restaurants”.
当我于1965年来到曼城唐人街时，那里是全是废弃的建筑物。有一些唐人街
的建筑物，我们是从犹太房东那里租赁的。最后那些租来的房子被华人买下
来，改建成餐厅。
Charlie Chan JP, OBE 陈炎庭

Volunteers Martin Tang and Lee Myerscough editing oral history interviews at MCC, January 2011
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We interviewed 56 community members mostly in Chinese (Cantonese and Mandarin, with one in the
Hakka dialect), with 8 in English. Cantonese is the language of the settled community who originally
came from southern China, Hong Kong, the New Territories and Macau. The newer immigrants hail from
mainland China where Mandarin is spoken.
All were filmed except one, which exists as an audio recording. There are also 2 audio recordings of
Jenny Wong’s comments on the project, gathered as part of the project evaluation process.

4.1 INTERVIEWS
The interviews were carried out by volunteers in the homes and businesses of interviewees, at the MCC,
as well as at community meetings, events and celebrations.
Topics covered included:
Business, e.g. Laundry trade, Catering trade
Politics
Education/Supplementary Schools
Festivals and community events
Faith
Culture and tradition
Arts, e.g. calligraphy
Community organisations
Martial Arts
Family and clans
Leisure
Interviews were tailored for each person according to their profession and/or interests, but generally
covered the following topics:
Why people moved to Greater Manchester
The journey they made
The life they left behind them
First impressions of Manchester
What they do now
The growth of Chinatown
Hopes and fears about the future development of the Chinese community in Greater
Manchester

4.2 INTERVIEWERS (including film, photography and research work):
Dennis Yeoh, Ping Law, Martin Tang, Jenny Wong, Karmen Wong, Heather Roberts, Jane Speller, Kim
14

Shore, Yingxue Gong, Sally Haslam, Lee Myerscough, Carol Shields, Alison Gibb, Kevin Tang, Vivan Tayfor,
Edwin Qi, Foon Chen, Mei Lloyd and Eleanor Wong.

4.3 INTERVIEWEES
The 56 subjects we interviewed, mainly as individuals, but some groups interviews were conducted, e.g.
The Manchester College (formerly MANCAT) teachers, and Wu Kau Tang Association members. (See
Appendix 2. for names of interviewees and sample of mini‐biographies).
Most of Greater Manchester’s key community elders were interviewed, including Charlie Chan JP, OBE,
interpreter in the 1960s (the early days of Chinatown) and the first Chinese JP; Master Chu who has
been responsible for the Dragon Dance performance at every Chinese New Year for the last 38 years and
Xiao Xiang (Ann Law), a famous Cantonese opera star and founder of Chinese opera in Manchester.
We also interviewed a range of business people, from noodle and bean shoot factory owners, to
hairdressers and restaurant owners and workers. Teachers, artists and calligraphers, martial arts
masters, Buddhist monks and a shaman from the Taoist faith. Community and business associations
were also represented, e.g. Sylvia Sham, Director of the Wa Yin Women’s’ Society.
One interview (a Leeds based woman speaking in Hakka) was filmed outside of the project and donated
to the archive. One further Leeds interview was undertaken (with a key, former Manchester). Also, 3
Liverpool interviews (including 1 group interview) were undertaken for promotional purposes.

Volunteer Ping Law interviews Zhang Guo Qiang at MCC, June 2010
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4.4 EDITING
This work was undertaken out of house, by professional film‐maker (retired), Ming Kwong. Some basic
editing was done in‐house by 3 of our volunteers (Edwin Qi, Martin Tang and Lee Myerscough). Clips
(and transcripts of clips) from the interviews are used in the exhibition and on the web site. Ming Kwong
provided a written summary of the content of each edited film, in Chinese. To date Ming Kwong has
completed 46 edits.

4.5 TRANSCRIPTS
Ming Kwong’s edits have been transcribed by volunteers Andre Li, Heather Roberts, Louis Pang and La La
Fung (see Appendix 3. for example). Master copies, edits, and edits of transcriptions are held by the
North West Sound Archive, the Manchester City Archives and also the Manchester Chinese Centre
(MCC). Transcripts of the edits are also held by the Race Relations Library at the University of
Manchester.

4.6 COPYRIGHT
MCC asserts copyright for material for which copyright ownership has been transferred. Project partners
are guaranteed the right to use the oral histories recordings and transcripts free of charge.

Group interview with members of the Wu Kau Tang Association, Chinatown, July 2010
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5.0 PROMOTIONAL
ACTIVITIES
20 promotional activities were
staged, bringing the project to the
widest possible audiences

“…2 pages in the Sing Tao press…
This newspaper is actually
worldwide, the Sing Tao Daily Post,
so America, Canada, Australia,
Hong Kong, China.”
Jenny Wong, Director, MCC

Volunteer Andre Li advertising the archive
exhibition in MOSI’s ‘What’s On’ guide,
February 2011
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We undertook 20 promotional activities were undertaken during the project, with support from
the partners, bringing the project to thousands of people worldwide.
Date
February 2010

Event
Press release and project leaflet produced by MCC and
distributed by Manchester Library Information Service
(Appendix 4).

Nos.
5000

Copies available at MCC reception, available February 2010
to May 2011.

Est. 400 visitors to MCC
per week.

February 14
2010

Stall to promote the archive at Chinese New Year’s Festival
in Manchester city centre. Stand staffed by Jenny Wong
and Kevin Bolton, plus volunteers.

Est. 45,000 people
attended

March 2010

Advertisement in the Manchester Chinese Opera
programme for their annual performance at the RNCM
(Royal Northern College of Music).

Est. 400 people
attended

Stall and workshops to promote the archive at the North
West Chinese Poetry Festival (organised by MCC).

28 Chinese
Supplementary Schools
participated

7 June 2010

Project Leader, Jane Speller and interpreter Juyan Bryce
meet participants at the UK Chinese Education Foundation
Meeting, Yang Sing Restaurant, Chinatown.

66

June 2010 to
May 2011

3 posts about the project made on the JISC national
academic on‐line discussion list service, ‘Archives Listserv’.

*

June 2010

Dual language business cards produced for Project Leader,
Jane Speller

1000

21 August 2010

BBC Radio Manchester ‘Chinatown’ programme (95.1 &
104.6 FM). Presenter Juanita Yau interviews Project
Leader, Jane Speller.
Programme available on‐line.

Est. 203,000 listeners
per week (no specific
figure for ‘Chinatown’
programme). Available
on‐line.

October issue
2010

Coverage in ARC (Archives, Records Management
Conservation) the monthly magazine of the ARA
(Association of Records and Archives) of the presentation
by Jane Speller and Jenny Wong at the ARA annual
conference, Ramada Hotel, Manchester.
Magazine available on‐line.

*

November issue

Coverage in ARC (Archives, Records Management

*

12 May 2010

18

2010

Conservation) the monthly magazine of the ARA
(Association of Records and Archives) advertising the
archive exhibition at MOSI.
Magazine available on‐line.

20 January
2011, 3pm

Volunteers (Yingxue Gong, Karmen Wong, Andre Li,
Heather Roberts, Kim Shore and Foon Chan), Josie Sykes
and Jenny Wong showed Baroness Hanham around the
Manchester Chinese Archive exhibition as she toured
MOSI.

9

January 2011
and on‐going
until exhibition
end

Advertising of archive exhibition via MOSI website
http://www.mosi.org.uk/

Est. 200,000 hits per
year

City Council web site
http://www.manchester.gov.uk/libraries/arls/

Est. 300,000 visitors per
year

MCC main web site http://www.mchinesecentre.org.uk/
and Manchester Chinese Archive web site
http://www.manchesterchinesearchive.org.uk/

*

10 February
2011

Manchester Chinese Archive bookmark produced.
Designed by volunteer Karmen Wong. Distributed via MCC
and partners.

1,000

11 February
2011, 5pm

Press shoot (by Chris Foster photography) at archive
exhibition, MOSI, (arranged by the MOSI press office)
featuring Ann Law, Cantonese opera star with her opera
exhibits.

See below

*

Press pack prepared by volunteer Suzanne Armfield as part
of her MA Media Studies at UM.
February &
March 2011
and again in
May 2011

Press coverage of:
1. Archive exhibition at MOSI using Ann Law photo shoot
images.
2. Archive handover to city archives, using County
Records Office photo shoot images.

星岛Singtao Press. Worldwide circulation. We appeared in
a special over 2 weekends, nearly half a page (Appendix 5).

无线卫星台
Chinese TV Channel

英中时报
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The MEN (Manchester
Evening News), 165,238
copies sold or handed
out (Appendix 6).
BBC radio web site*
5 Chinese
newspapers/media*

English and Chinese newspaper

伦敦时报
London Press

华商报
Chinese Business Gazette
February 2011
MOSI ‘What’s On’ Guide, with bi‐lingual text advertising
and tri‐ monthly the exhibition.
until the
exhibition end

Jan to Mar 2011 –
30,000
Apr to June 2011 –
40,000
July to Dec 2011 – TBC,
est. 40,000 to 60,000
Jan to April 2012 – TBC

February 2011
and bi‐ monthly
until the
exhibition end

‘Full Volume’ guide, Library and Information Service.
Advertising the exhibition.

Print 7000. Copy by
email to 75,000
addresses. The most
recent issue was
opened by 12% of
recipients

February 2011

City Council coverage of exhibition on The Big Screen in
Exchange Square on the Triangle, Manchester.

*

31 March 2011

‘ALL FM’ (Ardwick, Longsight and Levenshulme) Radio
interview with volunteer, Heather Roberts.

*

11 May,
11.50am

Press event at County Record Office (organised by the City
Council press office) to mark the official handover of the
archive to the city. With Susan Williams, Chair of the HLF,
Councillor Amesbury, partners, volunteers and special
guests Master Chu, Ann Law, Triyen Tru La and Charlie
Chan, JP, OBE.

* No figures available
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26 attendees

6.0 LEARNING EVENTS
10 public events were required as part of the bid, 13 were achieved
with 579 people attending

“Attending a fun family workshop improved the positive attitude of
visitors towards MOSI and the Chinese community.”
Josie Sykes, Community Development Officer, MOSI

New Year’s Festival lantern‐making and kite‐making workshops for families at MOSI, led by volunteer Tan Hui Min,
15th February 2010
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13 Learning events were designed, in consultation with the partners, to bring different aspects of
Chinese life and heritage to specific target groups. All events were free of charge.
Events were promoted via the partners’ web sites.

Date
15 February 2010, all day

Event
New Year’s Festival lantern‐making and kite‐making
workshops for families at MOSI. Led by MCC
volunteers.

Nos.
360 children
and adults

15 June 2010, 1.30pm

Archive workshop with Old Brow Junior School. Led by
Jenny Wong and Jane Speller.

24 children and
4 teaching staff

2 September 2010, 10.30am

Presentation by Jane Speller and Jenny Wong at the
ARA (Association of Records and Archives) annual
conference, Ramada Hotel, Manchester. Accompanied
by fan dance and lion dance (performed by Mang
Mang Fan and colleagues, with volunteer Yu Deng).

Est. 70 to talk
and 380 at
conference

Chinese Archive stall in the conference’s Information
Market Place, staffed by volunteers Lee Myerscough
and Heather Roberts. Event filmed by volunteer Edwin
Qi.
18 October 2010, 10.30am

Chong Yang Festival paper‐making workshops for
Chinese adults at MCC.

14

19 October 2010, 10.30am

Chong Yang Festival paper‐making workshops for
Chinese children at MCC.

12

20 October 2010, 10.30am

Chong Yang Festival film‐making workshop with
disadvantaged Chinese, young men. Led by Edwin Qi
at MCC.

8

21 October 2010, 11am

Chong Yang Festival, the final day of workshops
culminated with a visit to the Southern Cemetery in
Chorlton, Manchester, where offerings were made for
Loret Lee (founding father of Chinatown) by friends
and volunteers. The event was filmed by volunteer
Edwin Qi.

16

17 November 2010, 2.30pm

Presentation by Project Leader, Jane Speller to the
CILIP (Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals) North West Branch, ‘Archiving for All’
seminar. At the Race Relations Library, University of
Manchester.

36

22

12 March 2011, 11.30am

‘Monkey King’ storytelling event for families, led by
Dominick and Oliver Fung at MOSI.

16

9 April 2011, 3.00pm

‘Starting a Community Archive’ (aimed at the local
Chinese Community), presentation by Jane Speller and
Jenny Wong at the Lancashire County Record Office.

9 (8 Chinese
and 1English)

17 April 2011, 11.30am

Chinatown Walking Tour, led by Martin Tang and Jane
Speller. Open to all.

11

19 April 2011, 11.30am

‘The Last Emperor’ storytelling event for families, led
by Dominick and Oliver Fung at MOSI.

32

3 May, 6pm

Screening of 2 Chinese short films at the City Library,
Deansgate. ‘Chong Yang Festival’ (made by volunteers,
with filming and editing by volunteers Edwin Qi and
Foon Chen) and ‘Doctor’s Duties Father’s Dues’ (about
Dr. Chiu of CHIC the Chinese Health Information
Centre) by permission of the North West Film Archive.

37

Accompanied by a poetry reading from volunteer
Yumin Guo. Open to all.

Volunteer film‐makers Edwin Qi and Foon Chen introducing ‘The Chong Yang Festival’ film at the Central Library,
3rd May 2011
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7.0 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
10 activities were undertaken to enrich the development of the
project, including 5 filmed events

“I did enjoy everything in this project, especially working with
such a great team and I’m very proud and honoured to be
involved”.
Martin Tang, volunteer

Filming the ‘Ghost Day’ ceremony at the Tzen Quai Temple, Openshaw, Manchester, 17th August 2010

24

The Project Leader and volunteers undertook 8 activities to aid the development of the project, in terms
of researching and documenting community events, attracting interviewees, researching histories and
collecting archive material.

Event
18 May 2010

Date
Project Leader, Jane Speller is introduced to
key community members at the Yunnan
Earthquake Fundraiser at the Fabulous
Restaurant, Wing Yip, Oldham Road.

Nos.
Est. 300 attendees

10 August 2010

Visited Chinatown businesses to attract
interviewees and to document the area. With
interpreter Sally Haslam and volunteers Lee
Myerscough and Liam Russell.

12 businesses visited

17 August 2010

Attended and documented the Ghost Day’
celebration at the Tzen Quai Temple Buddhist
Temple, Openshaw, Manchester. With
volunteers Eleanor Wong and Lee
Myerscough. The event was filmed by Lee
Myerscough.

Est. 90 people at the event

19 August 2010

Attended Tung Sing Housing Association
Residents’ Meeting in Ardwick. With
volunteers Andre Li and Lee Myerscough.

14 people at meeting

6 September 2010

Attended and documented the Manchester
Chinese Opera rehearsals in the basement of
the Kwok Man Restaurant, Chinatown.
Interviewed participants and filmed the event,
with volunteers Martin Tang and Lee
Myerscough.

12 performers and musicians

26 September
2010

Documented the wedding of Wai Fang Ip’s
second son at the Wing Yip Restaurant, with
volunteers Karmen Wong (photography) and
Foon Chen (film).

Est. 170 guests

21 October 2010

Attended and documented the Chong Yang
Festival at Southern Cemetery, Chorlton,
Manchester, with volunteers Alan Lee, Andre
Li, Heather Roberts, Edwin Qi, Dennis Yeoh,
Martin Tang, Yumin Guo, Di Qiang and Juyan
Bryce.

26

15 March 2011

Visited Leslie Lam’s bean shoot factory, filmed
by volunteer Edwin Qi.

3

25

5 May 2011

Westmill Foods (noodle factory) interview and
photographs by volunteers Kim Shore, Foon
Chen and Heather Roberts.

5

Project Leader, Jane Speller is introduced to key community members (‘Uncle San’ centre) at the Yunnan
Earthquake Fundraiser at the Fabulous Restaurant, Wing Yip, Manchester, 18th May 2010
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8.0 EXHIBITION
50,000 visitors required as part of the HLF bid
26,000 achieved to date, 100,000 expected over the course of the
exhibition

“Lots of people come up to me and tell me that this is the best thing
that’s ever happened in the Chinese community.”
Jenny Wong, Director, MCC

Manchester Chinese Archive exhibition at MOSI, February 2011 to January 2012, © MOSI
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8.1 RESEARCH AND PLANNING
Planning for the exhibition began with an Exhibition Development Day hosted by MOSI led by Josie
Sykes, Community Development Officer and Meg McHugh, Community Curator. Attended by volunteers
(filmed by Andre Li), Project Leader Jane Speller and MCC Director Jenny Wong this workshop led to the
creation of 4 main exhibition sections.
•
•
•
•

The Immigrant Story
Trade and Business
Culture and Tradition
Creating the Chinese Archive

8.2 DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
The volunteers were instrumental in the production of the content, look and feel of the exhibition. They
came up with key messages and storylines for the exhibition.
The exhibition was installed at MOSI over 3 weeks by volunteers Kim Shore, Ken Wallace, Carol Shields,
Andre Li, Yingxue Gong, Kevin Tang and Lee Myerscough, led by Community Development Officer, Josie
Sykes, with the aid of Community Curator, Meg McHugh and the MOSI Technical Support Team.

Volunteers (left to right) Yingxue Gong, Kevin Tang, Lee Myerscough and Andre Li preparing the dragon for
hanging, January 2011
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The exhibition features archives collected through the project, as well as community objects, images of
project work, an audio visual presentation featuring archive material and film, oral histories in English
and Cantonese and other interpretive material including a wishing tree and recreation of a traditional
Chinese kitchen.
The exhibition labels and texts were researched by the volunteers, written by Jane Speller, edited by
Jenny Wong, and proofed and edited by Josie Sykes and Meg McHugh. A professional designer (Dave
Clucas) was employed for all the design work (for example of a text panel see Appendix 7).
Archive photographs were incorporated into the text panels and also onto 2 large banners, one
representing local people, particularly those involved in the interviews and the other key local places.
Oral history recordings were used on all the text panels and in some object labels.
Additional large free‐standing display items were:
Life‐size dragon hanging from the ceiling
Wishing tree (for visitors to make blessings)
Traditional kitchen (in the hearth of the exhibition room)
Rickshaw with life size photographic background of old Hong Kong
Dragon footprints on the floor, numbered 1‐10 in Chinese and English
A looped film compilation of archive photographs and film footage
Chinese roofs over the entrance door
Large ‘archive’ banner
Large framed poster
Framed items were:
12 copies of archive documents (these were copies rather than originals for preservation
reasons)
14 photographs of volunteer activities and learning events
In addition the MOSI Oral History Booth runs short audio clips of interviews in Chinese and English.

8.3 EXHIBITION LAUNCH
The exhibition opened in the MOSI Community exhibition space on February 3rd (Chinese New Year of
the rabbit) and runs until January 2012. The original end date was summer 2010; this was subsequently
extended by MOSI. In the light of this extended showing, the original idea to tour a small part of the
exhibition was discounted.
The official opening took place on Friday February 11th at 5.30pm, with speeches by Prof. Laurie Wood
Chair of MOSI, Mr. Ni Jian the Chinese Consul General, Sara Hilton Head of the Heritage Lottery Fund
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North West and Jenny Wong Director of MCC (for invitation see Appendix 8). The Consul General and
the Lord Mayor, Mark Hackett cut the exhibition ribbon.
Canapés were supplied by the Yang Sing Restaurant as a sponsorship deal.
There were performances of Kung Fu fan dancing, guzhang playing and a Lion Dance by Master Chu’s
Lion Dance Club.
Est. attendance 300 people
Est. attendance to the exhibition per week, 2,000 people

Exhibition launch event with (left to right) Jenny Wong, Director of MCC, Mr. Ni Jian the Consul General and Lord
Mayor, Mark Hackett, 11th February 2011

8.4 EXHIBTION LEARNING MATERIALS
An illustrated education sheet has been produced in English by volunteers Heather Roberts, Carol
Shields, Kim Shore and Andre Li.
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9.0 WEB SITE
"We hope the archive will not only provide a bank of information for
Manchester’s Chinese population but also give locals a unique chance
to learn about the fascinating history of Chinese people in
Manchester.”
Mike Amesbury, Manchester City Council's Executive Member for Culture and
Leisure

www.mchinesearchive.org.uk

Home page of the Manchester Chinese Archive web site, May 2011
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A new dual language web site was made to replace the existing archive web site which was previously
created by MCC volunteers in 2009.

9.1 RESEARCH
The site was created with information sourced by the volunteers, following the section headings of the
exhibition. Oral history quotes and archive photographs and documents were used throughout the site.
Web page texts were written up by Project Leader, Jane Speller and volunteer, Heather Roberts, with
additional texts by Andre Li and Ken Wallace. Specific areas of research were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater Manchester census returns from 1851 onwards ‐ Ken Wallace
Chinese genealogy ‐ Karmen Wong, Martin Tang
Faith, trade and business, culture and tradition, The Opium Wars, communism, racist constructs
‐ Heather Roberts
Registers of Aliens ‐ Carol Shields, Ken Wallace, Kim Shore, Yingxue Gong, Heather Roberts, Lee
Myerscough and MGS pupils
Chinese immigration to the UK – Yingxue Gong and MSG pupils
Malaysian Chinese community, catering ‐ Kevin Tang
Catering, laundries ‐ Kim Shore
Chong Yang Festival ‐ Andre Li and Way Koa
Dr. Sun Yin, revolutionary ‐ Louis Pang and La La Fung

9.2 DESIGN
Victor Kong (designer) and Richard Barbour (back‐end work) were employed to create the site. Victor
was formerly an archive volunteer.
The site links to Manchester Chinese Archive pages on Flickr and YouTube, in order that digital material
from the project can be seen. There is also a Google mapping facility incorporated into the events
calendar.
•
•

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mchinesearchive/
http://www.youtube.com/user/MChineseCentre

A simple CMS (Content Management System) was incorporated into the site and a CMS User Guide was
produced in English and Chinese by Richard Barbour and Victor Kong. Statistical information on site use
can be gathered via the CMS. Volunteers Heather Roberts and Edwin Qi have been trained to use the
CMS.
The site was made live on April 21st 2011.
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Upkeep on the site is the responsibility of the MCC, but will be monitored by the partners. The hosting
license is due for renewal early in 2012.

Volunteers Kim Shore and Ken Wallace researching the ‘Registers of Aliens’ at the Greater Manchester
Police Museum, 10th November 2010
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10.0 THE ARCHIVE
86 boxes of material were collected
“We collect facts and we make people’s points of view available
through our collections that may not otherwise have had a medium to
voice them”.
参与曼城华埠史录的工作，你去了很大的篇幅找到证据和证据的。
档案基地，他们已证明的事实和谣言不是知识。
Andre Li, volunteer

Volunteers Louis Pang and La La Fung looking at textile pattern books, Greater Manchester County Record Office,
9th March 2011
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Approximately 10 linear meters of material was collected from the community. This ranged from
documents, photographs, magazines, scrolls, and objects. The archive was housed in the old music room
at MCC.
Shelving was purchased as well as archival quality boxes. Manchester City Archives also gave us a small
quantity of archive storage materials.

10.1 COLLECTING MATERIAL
There was a reluctance to donate physical material to the archive (especially initially, prior to the
exhibition opening), but a willingness to have it digitised. Many people brought material in as part of
their oral history interviews. Volunteers also regularly collected material from various community
venues, shops, businesses, temples etc.
Initially we did not limit the range of material given as we knew we would require suitable material
(objects) for the exhibition at MOSI, as well as the usual archival items. The objects were also useful
talking points in the oral histories.
No objects that were donated to the archive were accessioned by MOSI or the Manchester Museum.
Discussions were had with the appropriate curators at both museums; however the objects did not
correlate with the Acquisitions and Disposals Policy of each museum MOSI were interested in
accessioning the rickshaw but were unable to accommodate it due to storage issues.

Volunteer Heather Roberts in the archive stores at MCC
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10.2 CATALOGUING
The collection was researched, sorted, boxed,
listed and photographed by Carol Shields, Vivan
Tayfor, Heather Roberts, Andre Li, Kim Shore and
Charlotte Burgess. Professional photographs were
also taken of selected items by the MOSI
photographer (these were used in the archive
brochure and the exhibition education sheet).
The collection has been arranged as follows:
1. Personal papers, e.g. Jenny Wong, Fada
Chan, Loret Lee
2. Collected material, e.g. temples,
education, trade and business.
3. Administration files for the project
Currently the largest single collection is that of
Jenny Wong.
Volunteers and trainee archivists Heather Roberts
and Charlotte Burgess have undertaken the bulk
of this work.

10.3 DEPOSITING THE COLLECTION WITH THE
CITY
On April 6th, the archive (86 boxes) was
transferred (minus the large objects) to the city archives at the County Records Office (a temporary
home until the completion of the city library refurbishment in 2013). The archive was officially deposited
with the city archives on May 11th, with a press shoot featuring all the partners, the funders (HLF), Cllr
Mike Amesbury and special guests Master Chu, Charlie Chan, Ann Law and Triyen Tru La.
Cataloguing using CALM (archives management system) is being undertaken by volunteers Heather
Roberts, Carol Shields and Charlotte Burgess as they continue to work on the archive in its new home.
The catalogue will be accessible on the Greater Manchester Pastfinder on‐line archives catalogue.
Volunteers will also catalogue the collection on the national archive portal the ‘Archives Hub’.
Volunteers will attend a ‘Hub’ training workshop at the University of Manchester on May 26th 2011.
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10.4 COPYRIGHT
MCC asserts copyright for material for which copyright ownership has been transferred. Project partners
are guaranteed the right to use archive material free of charge.

Li family picnic beside the M62, 1970s
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11.0 DIGITISATION
Volunteers have digitised over 11,000 community
photographs and documents

“…through this project they [the Chinese] can actually feel like
they have a sense of belonging to the community which is very
important”.
Jenny Wong, Director, MCC

Joseph and Janet Ling Lee (centre) Kwok Man Restaurant, Chinatown, early 1960s

Throughout the project, volunteers worked on digitising community photographs and documents. To
date, in excess of 11,000 items have been digitised. The photographic files were deposited with the city
archives at the end of the project. MCC have copies of all files.
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11.1 DIGITISING MATERIAL
This work was undertaken by volunteers Yu Deng, Francis Wong, Andre Li, Heather Roberts and Kim
Shore. Basic provenance information has been added.

Sau Yeung Ip working in the family Chippy, Oldham, early 1980s

11.2 FILM MATERIAL
Archive films were collected in video and DVD format. These have been deposited with the North West
Film Archive.
4 films were shot during the project, by volunteers Lee Myerscough, Foon Chen and Edwin Qi.
Ghost Day ceremony
Chong Yang Festival
Ip Wedding
Lam’s Bean shoot factory
Of these, the Chong Yang Festival film has been professional produced by volunteers, and is available in
DVD format through MCC, © MCC and MOSI. Project partners are guaranteed the right to use this DVD
free of charge.
Copies of all the project films have been deposited with the North West Film Archive.

11.3 DISSEMINATION
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Some of this material will be made available via the Manchester Chinese Archive web site and some
through the MCC YouTube http://www.youtube.com/user/MChineseCentre and Manchester City
Archives Flickr (Manchester Chinese Archive is now a subsection of the City Archives Flickr web address)
http://www.flickr.com/photos/mchinesearchive/

11.4 COPYRIGHT
MCC asserts copyright for material for which copyright ownership has been transferred. Project partners
are guaranteed the right to use digital material free of charge.

Emily Cheung and Jimmy Cheung, Manchester Chinese Opera, performing at the Royal Northern College of Music,
March 2009

12.0 PROJECT LEADER TRAINING
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"Working with the Chinese community to create the archive has been
the most amazing experience for everyone involved. We have
discovered evidence to show that the community has been in Greater
Manchester for at least 150 years, so an archive containing their
histories and memories is long overdue."
Jane Speller, Project Leader

Project Leader and volunteers attend a Tung Sing Housing Association residents’ meeting in Ardwick Green, 19th
August 2010

The Project Leader, Jane Speller attended 5 training events, aimed at helping her run the project
effectively as well as developing her own skills as a project manager. All were free, except one*.

Date
20 May 2010

Event
Archives Hub Workshop

Trainer
Archive Hub
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Venue
University of

Manchester
9 July 2010

Volunteering in Archives
*Digital Preservation

ARA (Archives & Records
Association) Wales
British Library

Conwy Archive Service
in Llandudno
University of York

18 February 2011
22 March 2011

Freedom of Information
and HE researchers

RIN (Research
Information Network)

University of
Manchester

29 March 2011

Digital Collaboration
Colloquium

LIFE‐SHARE

University of Sheffield

Project Leader, Jane Speller holding an archive workshop with pupils of Old Brow Junior School, 15th June 2010

13.0 BROCHURE
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5,000 copies of the Manchester Chinese Archive brochure produced
“I’m really pleased that the history of the Chinese community is being
preserved for future generations.
Kevin Bolton, Acting County Archivist

VIP guests Master Chu (left) and Charlie Chan JP, OBE, at the official hand‐over of the archive to
the city, 11th May 2011. Both feature in the archive brochure.

A full colour, dual language brochure was produced to mark the findings of the project and make them
available to a wider audience.
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13.1 RESEARCH
Utilizing project research by the volunteers and following the section headings of the exhibition and web
site, the brochure was written by Project Leader Jane Speller and edited by MCC Director, Jenny Wong.
The brochure comprised images of objects in the archive collection, digitised items as well and oral
history transcripts.

13.2 TRANSLATION
Translation work was carried out by Shuo Jin, Ting Ting Xiong, Liang Shen, Yumin Guo and Jenny Wong.

13.3 DESIGN AND PRINT
Volunteer Karmen Wong was commissioned to design the brochure. The brochure is A5 size, full colour
and has 84 pages. 5000 copies will be printed. ISBN 978‐0‐9558888‐1‐6.

13.4 DISSEMINATION
The brochure will be distributed by MCC. A launch of the brochure to the Chinese community has been
organised by MCC, on May 24th at the Little Yang Sing Restaurant, Chinatown.
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14.0 PROJECT LEARNING OUTCOMES
"For over a century, Manchester's Chinatown has played a vibrant role
in the cultural heritage of the city. Thanks to this archive, and the
accompanying exhibition, more people will have the chance to explore
the fascinating history and traditions of the Chinese community in
Manchester. By valuing and sharing our diverse histories through
projects like this we can help build understanding and help bring our
communities closer together."
Sara Hilton, Head of Heritage Lottery Fund North West

Partners, volunteers and friends celebrating the Chong Yang Festival, Southern Cemetery, Manchester, October
21st 2010
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14.1 MANCHESTER CITY COUNCIL
"We hope the archive will not only provide a bank of information for Manchester’s Chinese population
but also give locals a unique chance to learn about the fascinating history of Chinese people in
Manchester.”
Mike Amesbury, Manchester City Council's Executive Member for Culture and Leisure
Manchester Library and Information Service
“I’m really pleased that the history of the Chinese community is being preserved for future generations.
We are looking forward to continuing the work with the volunteers and the community.”
Kevin Bolton, Acting County Archivist

“I really enjoyed working on the Manchester Chinese Archive project. It was quite moving to see how
strongly the community felt about their own archives, and it was useful to get a glimpse of archives from
the point of view of the depositor. The most striking part of the project for me was the enthusiasm and
the sheer amount of work the volunteers were able to do, with the help of the Project Leader. If it wasn't
for the volunteers, there wouldn't be a Manchester Chinese Archive!”
Dave Govier, Acting Principal Archivist

14.2 MOSI (MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY)
“MOSI are very pleased with both the outputs and learning outcomes from the Manchester Chinese
Archive Project. We feel that the length and intensity of the project has enabled us to develop a real and
sustainable relationship with the Chinese community in Manchester. The engagement with the
community and the input of the volunteers has been crucial to the success of the project.”
Josie Sykes, Community Development Officer
Specific outcomes:
•
•
•

•

Internal MOSI staff were inspired by the creative ideas of the volunteers and staff of the
Manchester Chinese Centre and enjoyed the collaborative process of producing exhibition
content with the community.
MOSI staff have developed an increased knowledge and understanding of the impact of the
Chinese community upon Greater Manchester and links to our permanent collections.
MOSI staff have developed their negotiation skills through the progression of the project and
feel more confident in working with community groups to develop exhibition content in the
future.
MOSI have developed a sustainable relationship with the Manchester Chinese Centre and
Manchester Archives.

14.3 MANCHESTER CHINESE CENTRE (MCC)
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•
•
•
•

MCC has developed sustainable relationships with Manchester Library and Information Service,
MOSI (Museum of Science and Industry) and the Manchester Museum.
Through the project, MCC staff have developed their negotiation skills and now feel more
confident about working with large organisation such as the city council and MOSI in the future.
Through skills learnt during the project, MCC feels more confident about future fundraising and
project management activities.
A small reference library of books (history, immigration, culture), some bought during the
course of the project, some donated, now exists at MCC for use by the community.

Juyan Bryce and participants, Chong Yang Festival workshops at MCC, 19th October 2010
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15.0 COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
“‘That’s how we made this project so beautiful because we all have
different ages, different opinions, different backgrounds, different
points of view, it really inspires me, it makes the whole thing move and
live.”
Jenny Wong, Director, MCC

Launching the archive project, New Year’s Festival, Chinatown, February 2010
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An evaluation sheet (in English) was made available at the reception of MCC for feedback about the
project. A number of these have been completed to date and all participants show a very positive
reaction. In addition many email, telephone and comments in person, have been fed back via Jenny
Wong.

Community Feedback via Jenny Wong, Director, MCC
On the project so far: ‘It’s been very successful because we have done so much, it’s bigger than we
thought.’
‘Lots of people come up to me and tell me that this is the best thing that’s ever happened in the Chinese
community’
‘Young people come up to me as well and we receive lots of emails that say: “that’s nice isn’t it to have
your own archive? We’ve never thought about that before.”…it makes them think, which is important.’
‘(The partners have been very important to this project) because each of us has specialised in
something.’
‘If it was only the Chinese centre running this project it wouldn’t be as successful’ (& vice versa). The
whole thing is based on partnership; we all need each other.’
‘If they (MOSI/Manchester Archives) want to carry on this kind of archive project with other
communities this could actually be a very good example for them and the other communities to learn
from.’
‘I have noticed that other cities like London and Sheffield, they run Chinese archives projects but not as
successfully as this one because this Manchester Chinese archive project is run by partnership and it
worked.’
‘Sharing is very important to me...it’s nice to have the information exposed to everybody so everybody
can share, can talk about it, can look at it.’
‘The Chinese community is quite secretive, I want them to be a bit more open and talk about things’
‘That’s how we made this project so beautiful because we all have different ages, different opinions,
different backgrounds, different points of view, it really inspires me, it makes the whole thing move and
live.’
‘Everybody has different ideas and they put it all together that makes the whole thing work so it’s not
just one person’s point of view.’
‘If we had a cultural or resource centre in Chinatown people can keep dropping things in, keep things
going.’
‘I really want this project to carry on and go much deeper. [So far] it’s been like a taster course.’
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‘Through this project I have learnt a lot as well.’
‘The project is coming to an end and there were some people who got really annoyed saying “why have
they not got round to us yet?” We warmed them up, told them how important the project was and now
we say “hurry up there’s only 2 weeks left.”’
‘We upset a lot of people by saying we can’t fit you in.’
‘In the future I wish someone or some organisation could carry on and look more in to the social study
side of things.’
‘I did learn a great deal about our Chinese community history in Manchester’.
‘The people we interviewed, to me, still aren’t enough because there are a lot more important people I
haven’t touched yet.’
‘Even if you had 20 people working in the Manchester archives on this Chinese project, it doesn’t matter
because the people need to go in to the community, go in to people’s houses, be able to talk to them
and make them feel they can trust you.’
‘Our archives are successful because the whole thing is sitting inside the [Manchester] Chinese Centre.
No one will drop off anything (for the Chinese Archive) at the council’s archives. They will ask: can they
speak my language? That is a barrier.’
‘We just started warming up…it should come back in to the centre and we can work on it again…bring it
back to the community!’
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